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SOLVER VOLTE SOLUTION
"BEST TEST AND MEASUREMENT LTE PRODUCT"
LTE ASIA AWARDS 2014
9 October 2014 – Tucana’s partner Polystar, a leading supplier of Network and Customer Analytics, Network
Monitoring and Test solutions to the telecoms industry, today announced that its Solver VoLTE solution has
won the "Best Test and Measurement LTE Product" category at the LTE Asia awards 2014. Solver provides
independent validation of LTE network performance and service, including interoperability with legacy
networks.
Solver is a scalable and powerful solution for the testing of voice services in LTE networks. It can scale from
low to high volume test scenarios and perform simulation at mass scale. It enables operators to verify VoLTE
and SRVCC implementations, their functionality and capacity. Solver helps operators to assume full control of
implementations and verify that existing suppliers have the right functionality in place to connect to new
partners.

Independent network verification is essential. Operators must be
sure that their networks perform effectively, even under heavy
load. They cannot simply rely on data from their infrastructure
partners. Solver enables full end-to-end testing and
troubleshooting of VoLTE and SRVCC operation and verifies
interoperability with legacy networks.

"Operators need a solution that can perform end-to-end testing of different scenarios across LTE and legacy
networks. Solver is a single, powerful solution to these problems and ensures that operators can accurately
and independently test LTE performance and multi-technology functions as SRVCC," said Peter Heikenborn,
VP T&M Business Unit in Polystar.

A key advantage delivered by Solver is the combination of
legacy technologies, such as 2G and 3G, with LTE. It enables
single and mass call sessions to be established from any
network domain to any other. Solver gives operators access
to a simple, user-friendly tool that considerably reduces
troubleshooting effort and time. By providing a single,
comprehensive solution, Solver helps operators accelerate
the time to implement VoLTE and SRVCC services, saving
time and money and ensuring rapid time to market with VoIP
service offers.

"It is a great honor for Polystar to win the "Best Test Measurement LTE Product" award and be recognised for
our contribution to the success of LTE deployments. This important industry recognition validates our
performance in front of an audience of our peers, but we won't stand still," added Mr Heikenborn.
"We continuously enhance our solutions by learning from our customers and looking ahead to emerging
requirements.
There's a long way to go with LTE and Solver will be an essential tool to help operators deploy and manage
their new network infrastructure and services smoothly. We will be supporting them every step of the way."
The winners were chosen by a panel of judges, consisting of five industry experts, including Ajay Sunder Senior Director at Frost & Sullivan, Dimitris Mavrakis - Principal Analyst at Ovum, and Guang Yang - Senior
Analyst Wireless Operator Strategies at Strategy Analytics, Alan Quayle – Owner at Alan Quayle, and Sherrie
Huang - Program Head at Analysys Mason.

ABOUT POLYSTAR
Polystar is the premier supplier of Network and Customer Analytics, Network Monitoring and Test solutions to
leading telecom operators, service providers and network equipment manufacturers around the globe.
Polystar’s innovative product portfolio supports the complete lifecycle of new services and technologies—from
design, pre-deployment verification and stress-testing, through roll-out, down to network assurance and
service management of in-service mobile, fixed, IP or converged networks. Polystar is recognised as one of
the fastest-growing companies in Sweden. Since its establishment in Stockholm in 1983, it has experienced a
continuous and sustainable growth, and evolved to a global presence, serving its customers in over 50
countries.
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